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Helix versus sheet formation in a small peptide

Yong Peng and Ulrich H. E. Hansmann*
Department of Physics, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan 49931-1291, USA

~Received 12 June 2003; published 20 October 2003!

Segments with the amino acid sequence EKAYLRT~glutamine-lysine-alanine-tyrosine-leucine-arginine-
threonine! appear in naturally occurring proteins both ina-helices andb-sheets. For this reason, we have used
this peptide to study how secondary structure formation in proteins depends on the local environment. Our data
rely on multicanonical Monte Carlo simulations where the interactions among all atoms are taken into account.
Results in gas phase are compared with that in an implicit solvent. We find that both the solvated molecule and
EKAYLRT in gas phase form ana-helix when not interacting with other molecules. However, in the vicinity
of a b-strand, the peptide forms ab-strand. Because of this change in secondary structure our peptide may
provide a simple model for thea→b transition that is supposedly related to the outbreak of prion diseases and
similar illnesses.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.041911 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Aa, 87.15.He, 87.15.Cc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite considerable progress over the last decade
problem of predicting the biological active structure of
protein solely from the sequence of amino acids has
mained a formidable problem. More successful have b
attempts to predict only the secondary structure. Given
protein sequence it is today possible to determine the di
bution and location ofa-helices andb-sheets with up to
90% probability. This high success rate indicates a close
lation between sequence information and secondary st
ture. However, two observations indicate that this relation
not a simple one. First, certain sequences can form ei
a-helices orb-sheets@1#. The most prominent example i
the 11-residue Chameleon peptide@2# that folds as an
a-helix when replacing residues 22–32 of the primary
quence of the IgG-binding domain of proteinG ~57 amino
acids!, but as ab-strand when inserted instead of residu
42–52. Second, it has become clear over the past years
misfolding of proteins, often involving formation ofb-
sheets instead ofa-helices, and subsequent aggregation
the cause of various illnesses including Alzheimer’s disea
bovine spongiform encephalopathy, and other prion disea
Hence, it is important to understand in detail how second
structure formation and its role in the folding process d
pends on the intrinsic properties of the protein and the in
action with the surrounding environment.

In order to study these questions, we have simulate
peptide whose sequence of amino acids EKAYLRT~glu-
tamine- lysine-alanine-tyrosine- leucine-arginine-threoni!
appears in naturally occurring proteins with significant f
quency at positions of botha-helices andb-sheets. Our
present work differs therefore from previous investigatio
where we have focused on helix formation and folding
homopolymers and artificial peptides@3–8#. Unlike these
molecules that have a strong intrinsic tendency to form
specific kind of secondary structure elements (a-helices!,
EKAYLRT allows one to research the selection of either h
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lix or sheet, or the transition between these two second
structures, as a function of external factors.

Our work differs from similar approaches@9,10# in that
we study not minimal models but simulate detailed repres
tations of our peptides where the interactions between
atoms are taken into account. EKAYLRT is simulated both
gas phase and with an implicit solvent. Quantities such
energy, specific heat, sheetness, and helicity are calculate
functions of temperature. We find that both the solvated m
ecule and EKAYLRT in gas phase form ana-helix when not
interacting with other molecules. However, in the vicinity
a b-sheet the peptide prefers also to form strand. Becaus
the resulting ‘‘autocatalytic’’ property our peptide may ther
fore provide a simple model for thea→b transition and the
resulting aggregation process in some proteins that is s
posedly related to the outbreak of neurological diseases s
as Alzheimer’s and the prion diseases.

II. METHODS

Our aim here is to research how secondary structure
mation and its role in the folding process depend on eit
the intrinsic properties of a protein or its interaction with t
surrounding environment. For this purpose, we have con
ered detailed, all-atom representations of peptides that
based on the sequence of amino acids EKAYLRT. To
more specific, the peptide NH2-EKAYLRT-COOH is studied
both as an isolated molecule and when interacting with
other EKAYLRT peptide that is held in ab-strand confor-
mation. Since our program packageSMMP @12# in its current
version allows only the simulation of single peptides w
have modeled the latter case by considering the pep
NH2-EKAYLRT-GGGG-EKAYLRT-COOH, with the
C-terminal EKAYLRT residues kept as ab-strand. The four
glycine residues form a flexible chain that holds the tw
peptides together but allows their relative positions to va
The underlying assumption is that the interaction betwe
the two EKAYLRT chains is the dominant term and the
interaction with the glycine residues can be neglected.

The intramolecular interactions are described by a st
dard force field,ECEPP/3@11# ~as implemented in the pro
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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Y. PENG AND U. H. E. HANSMANN PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 041911 ~2003!
gram packageSMMP @12#! and are given by

EECEPP/35EC1EvdW1EHB1Etor , ~1!

EC5(
( i , j )

332qiqj

e r i j
, ~2!

EvdW5(
( i , j )

S Ai j

r i j
12

2
Bi j

r i j
6 D , ~3!

EHB5(
( i , j )

S Ci j

r i j
12

2
Di j

r i j
10D , ~4!

Etor5(
l

Ul@16cos~nlx l !#. ~5!

Here,r i j ~in Å! is the distance between the atomsi andj, and
x l is thel th torsion angle. The peptide bond angles are se
their common valuev5180°. We further assume for th
electrostatic permittivity in the protein interior«52 ~its
common value inECEPPsimulations!.

Simulations of our peptide EKAYLRT in gas phase a
compared with such where the interaction of the peptide w
surrounding water is approximated by an implicit solve
@13#:

E5EECEPP/31Esolv with Esolv5(
i

s iAi . ~6!

Here,Esolv is the solvation energy and thought to be prop
tional to the solvent accessible surface areaAi of the i th
atom. The parameterss i are experimentally determined pro
portionality factors.

Simulations of such detailed protein models are extrem
difficult. This is because the various competing interactio
lead to multitude of local energy minima separated by h
barriers. Hence, in the low-temperature region, canon
Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations will g
trapped in one of these minima and not thermalize within
available CPU time. Only with the introduction of new an
sophisticated algorithms such asgeneralized-ensembletech-
niques@14#, is it possible to alleviate this problem in prote
simulations@15#. For this reason, our investigations rely o
the use of one of these techniques, multicanonical samp
@16#, where conformations with energyE are assigned a
weight wmu(E)}1/n(E) @n(E) is the density of states!. A
simulation with this weight will generate a one-dimension
random walk in the energy space and lead to a uniform
tribution of energy:

Pmu~E!}n~E!wmu~E!5const. ~7!

Since a large range of energies is sampled, one can us
reweighting techniques@17# to calculate thermodynami
quantities over a wide range of temperaturesT by
04191
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^A&T5

E dx A~x!w21
„E~x!… e2bE(x)

E dxw21
„E~x!… e2bE(x)

, ~8!

where x stands for configurations andb51/kBT is the in-
verse temperature. Estimators for the multicanonical weig
w(E)5n21(E)5exp@2S(E)# can be calculated with the it
erative procedures described in Ref.@6#.

In our case we needed between 100 000 and 200
sweeps for the weight factor calculations. All thermod
namic quantities are then estimated from one production
of 2 000 000 Monte Carlo sweeps that followed 10 0
sweeps for ‘‘thermalization.’’ Our simulations start from
completely random initial conformations~hot start! and one
Monte Carlo sweep updates every torsion angle of the p
tide once. At the end of every fourth sweep, we store
total energyETot , the ECEPP/3energyEECEPP/3, its partial
termsEC ,ELJ ,EHB , andEtor , the solvation energyESolv ,
the corresponding end-to-end distancede2e , and the number
nH (nB) of helical ~sheet! residues. Here, we follow the pre
vious work @3# and consider a residue as helical if its bac
bone angles (f,c) are within the range (270°630°,237°
630°). Similarly, a residue is assumed to be ‘‘sheetlike’’
(f,c) are within the range (2140°640°,140°640°).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start with presenting our results for a sing
EKAYLRT molecule that is not interacting with other mo
ecules. We display for this peptide in Fig. 1 the avera
helicity ^nH&(T) as a function of temperature. Data obtain
in gas phase~GP! and such for simulations that rely on
solvent accessible surface area term~ASA! to approximate
protein-water interactions are shown in the figure. We o
serve in both cases a steep helix-coil transition that separ
a high-temperature region with little helicity from a low
temperature region where most of the residues are part o
a-helix. The location of this transition can be determin

FIG. 1. The average number^nH& of helical residues as a func
tion of temperatureT for EKAYLRT in gas phase~GP! and simu-
lated with an implicit solvent term~ASA!. The specific heatC(T)
as a function of temperatureT is displayed in the inlet. All results
rely on multicanonical simulations of 2 000 000 sweeps each.
1-2
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HELIX VERSUS SHEET FORMATION IN A SMALL PEPTIDE PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 041911 ~2003!
from the corresponding peaks in the specific heatC(T)
which are drawn in the inlet. We find the helix-coil transitio
temperature of EKAYLRT in gas phase asThc

GP5445
615 K. The more pronounced peak for the solvated m
ecule indicates a temperatureThc

ASA5340610 K that is con-
siderably lower than the one in gas phase. Unphysiologic
high helix-coil transition temperatures in gas phase, and t
shift toward a more sensible temperature range when an
plicit solvent is introduced, have also been observed in
earlier work on homopolymers@6,7#.

We show in Fig. 2, as an example for the helical config
rations that dominate belowTHC , the lowest-energy configu
ration found in a simulation of the solvated peptide (ETot
5269.6 kcal/mol). The lowest-energy configuration in g
phase (ETot5EECEPP/35228.0 kcal/mol) is also a helix
~structure not shown!. The energy of these helical structur
is by '25 kcal/mol lower than the energy of the lowes
found sheetlike configurations:ETot5243.8 kcal/mol for
the solvated peptide andETot5EECEPP/3523.1 kcal/mol for
EKAYLRT in gas phase.

The preference for helical structures can be also see
Fig. 3~a! where we display the free energyDG at T
5300 K as a function of helicitynH and ‘‘sheetness’’nB .
Note that for convenience we have chosen a normaliza
where the minimum in free energy takes a value of ze
Both in gas phase and for the solvated molecule a funnel-
free-energy landscape is formed, with the free-energy m
mum atnH55, i.e., for maximal helicity~since the two ter-
minal ends are flexible and will usually not be part of
helix, a fully formed helix has a lengthnH55 instead of
nH57). The absolute value of the free-energy difference
tween coil and helix is much larger for the peptide in g
phase (DG'25 kcal/mol) than it is for the solvated mo
ecule (DG'22 kcal/mol) indicating that the helix-coi
transition is stronger for EKAYLRT in gas phase than for t
molecule in an implicit solvent. This is in agreement with t
earlier work where we have found similar results for po
alanine chains@7#. The corresponding projection of the fre

FIG. 2. Lowest-energy configuration of EKAYLRT as found in
multicanonical simulation of 2 000 000 sweeps using an impl
solvent to approximate the peptide-water interactions.
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energy landscape on the sheetnessnB in Fig. 3~b! shows the
opposite picture; the free-energy increase with the numbe
residues whose backbone dihedral angles take values tha
common in ab-sheet. Coil structures are atT5300 K fa-
vored over sheet-like structures byDG'5 kcal/mol in the
implicit solvent and byDG'8 kcal/mol in gas phase.

The observed form of the free-energy landscape is cau
solely by the intramolecular interactions. This can be see
Fig. 4 where we plot for solvated EKAYLRT the total energ
ETot , the internal energyEECEPP/3, and the solvation energy
ESolv as a function of temperature. Here, we have norm
ized all energy terms in such a way that their value atnH
5m0 (nB50) is zero. BothETot andEECEPP/3decrease with
growing number of residues that are part of ahelix wh
ESolv increases@Fig. 4~a!#. Hence, the protein-water interac
tion term opposeshelix formation. This result is re

t

FIG. 3. The free energyDG at T5300 K as a function of~bot-
tom! helicity nH and~top! sheetnessnB for EKAYLRT in gas phase
(h) and simulated with an implicit solvent term (D). The free
energy is normalized in such a way that its minimum value is se
zero. All results are calculated from a multicanonical simulation
2 000 000 sweeps.

FIG. 4. The average total energy^ETot& (h), intramolecular
energy ^EECEPP/3& (D), and solvation energŷ ESolv& (s) of
EKAYLRT at T5300 K as a function of~bottom! helicity nH and
~top! sheetnessnB . All energies are normalized in such a way th
their value atnH50 (nB50) is zero. All results are calculated from
a multicanonical simulation of 2 000 000 sweeps using an impl
solvent model to approximate peptide-water interactions.
1-3
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Y. PENG AND U. H. E. HANSMANN PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 041911 ~2003!
sonable as the protein-water hydrogen bonds compete
the intramolecular hydrogen bonding in ana-helix and
therefore weaken helix formation in solution. However, t
loss in solvation energy ofD'4 kcal/mol with helix forma-
tion is small when compared with the gain inEECEPP/3
'216 kcal/mol, and on average, a completely formed he
(nH55) has a total energy that is byDETot
'212 kcal/mol lower than a coil configuration (nH50).
Not surprisingly, we observe the opposite behavior in F
4~b! where we plot the same three energies as a functio
sheetnessnB . Sheetlike configurations with large numbe
nB have higher internal energyEECEPP/3than such withnB
50 while the solvation energyEsolv is lower.

Hence, while atT5300 K the protein-water interactio
seems to favorstrands and opposes helix formation, the p
ics of our molecule is dominated by the intramolecular en
gies that lead to a strong preference fora-helix formation.
Fig. 5 indicates that this behavior is mainly due to the v
der Waals interaction between the atoms in the peptide
this figure, we display as a function of temperature besi
the van der Waals term̂EvdW& also the other partial energie
that together make upEECEPP/3: the average electrostatic en
ergy^EC&, the hydrogen-bond energy^EHB&, and the torsion
energy^ETor&.

Our results so far indicate that the peptide EKAYLRT h
an intrinsic tendency to formhelices. Strands have higher
energies, of the order of'30 kcal/mol, and are rarely ob
served. This result is independent of whether the molecu
in gas phase or simulated with an implicit solvent. Howev
EKAYLRT appears within proteins both in helices an
b-sheets. It follows that sheet formation has to be due to
interaction of the peptide with its surrounding. We conjectu
that EKAYLRT forms ab-sheet if it is in the proximity of
another strand. Especially, we assume that this process
happens if the peptide is close to another EKAYLRT pept
that is already in astrand configuration. Unfortunate
the present version ofSMMP does not allow the simulation
of two interacting proteins. Hence, in order to test o
conjecture, we have studied instead the peptide N2-

FIG. 5. The average partial energies^EC&, EvdW , EHB , and
ETor that together make up theECEPP/3energyEECEPP/3as a function
of temperatureT. All terms are normalized in such a way that the
value forT51000 K is zero. All results are calculated from a mu
ticanonical simulation of 2 000 000 sweeps using an implicit solv
model to approximate peptide-water interactions.
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EKAYLRT-GGGG-EKAYLRT-COOH with the C-terminal
EKAYLRT residues kept asb-strand. The four glycine resi
dues form a flexible chain that holds the two EKAYLR
units together but allows their relative positions to vary. W
refer to the so constructed peptide as molec
‘‘ A. ’’

The end-to-end distancede-e is a measure for the separa
tion of the two EKAYLRT chains. Our conjecture implie
that for large values ofde-e the N-terminal EKAYLRT as-
sumes ana-helix while for small values ofde-e ~i.e., close
proximity to theC-terminal EKAYLRT that forms a strand!
it should assume ab-sheet configuration. We have therefo
calculated from the multicanonical simulation of moleculeA
the helicity and sheetness of theN-terminal EKAYLRT at
T5300 K. Both quantities are displayed in Fig. 6. Two r
gions are observed. Forde-e.'16 Å the N-terminal
EKAYLRT chain forms a complete helix andstrands a
rarely observed. Hence, for these distances theN-terminal
chain has a similar behavior as the isolated EKAYLR
peptide. However, for decreasing end-to-end distance,
helicity also decreases and vanishes forde-e,'10 Å.
At the same time, the sheetness increases and the pe
forms a b-sheet for de-e'5-6 Å. Note that the average
potential energy of helical configurations iŝETot&
5224.9(1.6) kcal/mol within the error bars equal to that
sheetlike configurations@^ETot&5223.4(2.9) kcal/mol#.

In Fig. 7, the projection of the free-energy landscape
room temperature (T5300 K) on the helicity and sheetnes
of the N-terminal EKAYLRT residues is drawn. For conve
nience, we have set in this figure the lowest-found value
the free energy to zero as energies are only defined up t
additive constant. The contour lines are spaced by 2 k
mol. The free-energy landscape is plotted only for values
G<25 kcal/mol as values of the free energy grow rapid
outside of the drawn area. We observe again two minim
corresponding to fully formed helix andb-strands. Examples
of configurations that correspond to the two minima a
shown in Fig. 8. Both minima have comparable free energ
and are separated by barriers of only 2 kcal/mol allowing
easy interchange between the two forms.

t

FIG. 6. The average helicitŷnH& and sheetnesŝnB& at T
5300 K of theN-terminal EKAYLRT residues as a function of th
end-to-end distancede-e . All results are calculated from a multica
nonical simulation of 2 000 000 sweeps.
1-4
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HELIX VERSUS SHEET FORMATION IN A SMALL PEPTIDE PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 041911 ~2003!
In order to understand in more detail why EKAYLR
forms ab-strand when close to a molecule that is already
a b-sheet form, we have performed further simulations
NH2-EKAYLRT-GGGG-EKAYLRT-COOH holding now not
only the C-terminal EKAYLRT residues as ab-strand but

FIG. 7. The free-energy landscape of moleculeA at room tem-
perature (T5300 K) as a function of helicitŷnH& and sheetness
^nB&. The global minimum is set to zero and the contour lines
spaced by 2 kcal/mol.

FIG. 8. Low-energy configurations of moleculeA as found in a
multicanonical simulation of 2 000 000 sweeps. The one in~a! is the
lowest-energy configuration where theN-terminal EKAYLRT resi-
dues form ana-helix; the one in~b! where they form ab-sheet.
04191
n
f

forcing also the four connecting glycine residues into a tu
We refer to the so-defined peptide as molecule ‘‘B. ’’ The
N-terminal EKAYLRT residues are now by construction
close proximity to theC-terminal EKAYLRT strand. Hence
we expect that at room temperature theN-terminal
EKAYLRT chain will also form ab-strand. This conjecture
is supported by Fig. 9 where we plot the average sheetn
nB of the N-terminal EKAYLRT residues as a function o
temperature. Both in gas phase and for simulations wit
solvent accessible surface term, we find that on average m
than five of the seven residues are part of a sheetlike st
ture.^nB& decreases smoothly with growing temperature a
the maximum in the specific heat is shallow. The transition
more pronounced for the peptide in an implicit solvent th
for the one in gas phase, and shifted toward lower temp
tures.

Unlike our previous simulations where the glycine re
dues could move freely, a large percentage of configurati
are now at room temperature in a sheet form. The increa
statistics of these configurations allows for a better analy
of the factors that help to overcome the intrinsic propens
of EKAYLRT to form an a-helix and lead to ab-sheet.
Table I lists the differences of various energies betwe
structures where theN-terminal EKAYLRT unit is ab-strand
with structures where these residues form ana-helix. Values
are listed for the whole moleculeB and such restricted to th
N-terminal EKAYLRT chains. Also listed are the difference
of both terms. The latter quantity is a measure for the in
actions between these seven residues and the rest of the
ecule~which is kept fixed!.

We see from this table that atT5300 K configurations
with theN-terminal EKAYLRT chain in a sheet are energe
cally favored by 7 kcal/mol over such configurations whe
these residues form ana-helix. This energy bias is found fo
all partial energies with the exception of the solvation ene
term ESolv and the torsion energy termETor . While their
values seem to indicate a slight preference for helical o
sheet-like configurations, they are within the error bars co
patible with zero suggesting that both terms show no pre
ence for one of the two forms.

Because of the bias in the internal energiesEMolecule B of
the whole moleculeB, b-sheet-like conformations of the
N-terminal EKAYLRT chain dominate at room temperatur

e FIG. 9. The average ‘‘sheetness’’^nB& of the N-terminal
EKAYLRT residues of moleculeB as a function of temperature.
1-5
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TABLE I. Energy differences between ‘‘sheet’’ and helix configurations at room temperature for va
energy terms as calculated from a multicanonical simulation of moleculeB.

MoleculeB N-terminal EKAYLRT residues only Background

DETot 27.2(9) 14.5~1.4! 221.8(1.6)

DESolv 0.6~3! 23.1(2) 3.7~3!

DEEL 24.3(3) 0.6~1! 24.9(3)

DEvdW 23.2(8) 12.5~9! 215.7(1.1)

DEHB 20.8(2) 4.0~2! 24.8(3)

DETor 0.5~4! 0.5~4! 0.0
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However, the behavior of the various energy terms is diff
ent when one considers only the contributions by these se
residues. With the exception of the solvation ene
ESolv

EKAYLRT, which favorsb-strands, all energy terms favo
now a helix. On an average, helical structures have aT
5300 K a 14.5(1.4) kcal/mol lower energyEEKAYLRT than
strands when only the interaction between atoms in th
seven residues is considered. Hence, their behavior is q
tatively the same as for the isolated EKAYLRT pepti
where we also observed a strong bias toward helical con
mations. Again, we find also that the van der Waals ene
EvdW is the dominant term. It follows that theb-sheet con-
figurations that dominate when the EKAYLRT residues a
build into moleculeB are caused by the interaction betwe
this chain and the ‘‘background’’ of the rest of the molecu
Since energies are additive, we can calculate this backgro
field by

EBackground5EMolecule B2EEKAYLRT. ~9!

The strength of the interaction between the peptide and
background field of the rest of moleculeB can be seen from
the large energy difference of DETot

Background

5221.8(1.6) kcal/mol by which these interactions favor
strand. The main contribution comes from the van der Wa
term @DEvdW

Background515.7(1.1) kcal/mol# which is almost
three times as large as the electrostatic and torsion en
terms. Note that Eq.~9! tells us also that the backgroun
given by the fixed parts of moleculeB raises the solvation
energy differenceDESolv

EKAYLRT523.1(2) kcal/mol of the
EKAYLRT chain by DESolv

Background53.7(3) kcal/mol to a
value of DESolv

Molecule B50.6(3) kcal/mol for the whole sys
tem. This is because the termDESolv

EKAYLRT is due to the com-
petition between hydrogen-bond formation in ana-helix and
hydrogen-bond formation between the peptide and the
rounding water. However, in moleculeB the peptide is geo-
metrically constraint in such a way that this competition
replaced by one between hydrogen-bond formation in ana-
helix of theN-terminal EKAYLRT on one side, and forma
tions of hydrogen bonds between the peptide and
C-terminal EKAYLRT residues on the other side~see also
the opposite sign of the termsDEHB

EKAYLRTandDEHB
Background

in Table I!. As a result, both the solvation energy differen
DESolv

Molecule B and hydrogen-bond energy differenc
DEHB

Molecule B are marginal. Instead, the preference ofb-
sheet configurations for EKAYLRT in the background of t
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fixed rest of moleculeB seems to be mainly due to the ele
trostatic and van der Waals energies. This is reasonab
b-sheet conformation allows for an average closer dista
between the atoms of theN-terminal EKAYLRT chain and
the existingb-strand of theC-terminal EKAYLRT residues,
decreasing in this way the van der Waals energy. At the sa
time, the alignment of the twob-strands leads also to
favorable alignment of the dipole moments associated w
each residue lowering therefore the electrostatic energy.
conjecture that without the stereometric constraints impo
by the connecting glycine residues the two strands wo
move together and aggregate as the energy gain incre
with decreasing distance between them.

Our above presented results for moleculeA and molecule
B suggest autocatalytic properties for EKAYLRT: if the pe
tide forms a strand, it becomes energetically favorable
other nearby EKAYLRT molecules to transform themselv
into a sheet~instead of the normally preferred helix!, and
eventually to aggregate with the first one. This behavior
similar to the mechanism thought to be responsible for
outbreak of neurodegenerative illnesses such as Alzheim
or the prion diseases. Outbreak of theses illnesses is as
ated with the appearance of a misfolded structure that dif
from the correctly folded one by ab-sheet instead of an
a-helix. The misfolded structure is thought to be autoca
lytic, that is, its presence leads to a structural transition
which the correctly folded~helical! structure changes into th
harmful b-sheet form. Hence, peptides that contain the
quence of amino acids EKAYLRT can serve as simple m
els to study thesea→b transitions and the mechanism o
prion diseases. For instance, our investigation suggests
the formation ofb-sheets can be minimized by shielding th
surface area of already existingb-sheet forms, minimizing in
this way the van der Waals interaction. Another possibil
may be to introduce metal ions that alter the electrost
interaction decreasing in this way the energy bias towardb-
sheets.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have performed multicanonical simulations of pe
tides that contain the sequence of amino acids EKAYLR
We find that the EKAYLRT-peptide itself has both in ga
phase and in solution an intrinsic tendency to form ana-
1-6
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helix. However, the peptide assumes ab-sheet form when
close to another strand. The transition from ana-helix to-
ward ab-sheet is caused by strong van der Waals and e
trostatic energy terms that favor theb-sheet form when
EKAYLRT is in close proximity to another strand. This au
tocatalytic property of EKAYLRT, which induces strand fo
mation in other EKAYLRT molecules when in ab-sheet
configuration, suggests that the EKAYLRT based pepti
can serve as a simple model for thea→b transitions and
successive aggregation that are supposed to be related t
ys

ys

ro

04191
c-

s

the

outbreak of various illnesses such as Alzheimer’s or
prion diseases.
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